High-density electroencephalographic functional networks in genetic generalized epilepsy: Preserved whole-brain topology hides local reorganization
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Abstract
Objective: Genetic generalized epilepsy (GGE) accounts for approximately 20% of adult epilepsy cases and is considered a disorder of large brain networks, involving both hemispheres. Most studies have not shown any difference in functional whole-brain network topology when compared to healthy controls. Our objective was to examine whether this preserved global network topology could hide local reorganizations that balance out at the global network level.

Methods: We recorded high-density electroencephalograms from 20 patients and 20 controls, and reconstructed the activity of 118 regions. We computed functional connectivity in windows free of interictal epileptiform discharges in broad, delta, theta, alpha, and beta frequency bands, characterized the network topology, and used the Hub Disruption Index (HDI) to quantify the topological reorganization. We examined the generalizability of our results by reproducing a 25-electrode clinical system.

Results: Our study did not reveal any significant change in whole-brain network topology among GGE patients. However, the HDI was significantly different between patients and controls in all frequency bands except alpha (p<.01, false discovery rate [FDR] corrected, d<−1), and accompanied by an increase in connectivity in the prefrontal regions and default mode network. This reorganization suggests that regions that are important in transferring the information in controls were less so in patients. Inversely, the crucial regions in patients are less so in controls. These findings were also found in delta and theta frequency bands when using 25 electrodes (p<.001, FDR corrected, d<−1).

Significance: In GGE patients, the overall network topology is similar to that of healthy controls but presents a balanced local topological reorganization. This reorganization causes the prefrontal areas and default mode network to be more integrated and segregated, which may explain executive impairment associated with GGE. Additionally, the reorganization distinguishes patients from controls even when using 25 electrodes, suggesting its potential use as a diagnostic tool.
1 | INTRODUCTION

Genetic generalized epilepsy (GGE) encompasses a group of syndromes with high heritability and complex polygenic inheritance, characterized by widespread bilateral cortical hyperexcitability that results in various types of seizures, such as myoclonic, absence, or generalized tonic–clonic seizures. In adults, GGE accounts for approximately 20% of all epilepsy cases. Unlike focal epilepsies, GGE is typically characterized by widespread atypical cortical activity, including generalized (poly)spike-and-wave discharges (GSW), rather than abnormal brain anatomy or focal electroencephalographic (EEG) abnormalities. Unfortunately, in a minority of GGE patients, interictal GSW may be scarce or absent, causing diagnostic delays with severe consequences. Identifying EEG markers of GGE beyond GSW occurrence could be a valuable clinical tool. EEG–functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) studies have demonstrated the involvement of the thalamus and a large frontoparietal network during GSW. These regions overlap with the default mode network (DMN), one of the intrinsic patterns of spontaneous cerebral activity, mostly active during rest. Additionally, volumetric and microstructural alterations have been identified in similar regions using different MRI techniques when comparing patients to healthy controls. These findings provide evidence for a restricted network involvement in GGE rather than a whole-brain disease.

In focal epilepsy, increased functional connectivity has often been related to the epileptogenic zone. In patients with GGE, there is a general increase in functional connectivity. One would therefore expect a global impact on the functional structure and efficiency of the brain, that is, on its network topology. A recent review and meta-analysis found no evidence supporting this hypothesis, showing similar brain network topology in GGE patients and healthy controls for fMRI, EEG, and MEG. Achard et al. encountered a similar paradox with comatose patients, who exhibited a network topology similar to that of healthy subjects. To quantify local topological network reorganization, they designed the Hub Disruption Index (HDI). Their findings revealed that the regions crucial in transferring neural information across the network in healthy participants were less important in patients. Conversely, less central regions in controls became more crucial in patients, resulting in an equivalent overall network topology. We hypothesized that whole-brain network topology would be similar in GGE patients and healthy controls, but that this preserved topology would be the result of a balanced reorganization across regions. We postulated that the frontal networks and DMN, key networks in GGE, would be involved in the reorganization.

In this study, we aimed to investigate brain network topology of patients with GGE using high-density EEG. We performed a connectivity analysis in source-space, utilizing regions of interest, to identify differences in network topology in GGE patients. We aimed to identify the topography of these network reorganizations in different frequency bands using the HDI, and quantify how well this measure separates patients from controls. To assess the generalizability and diagnostic potential of our findings, we conducted the same analysis using a 25-electrode EEG montage.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Participants

For this study, we recruited patients with GGE and healthy controls. Based on retrospective and prospective data from the high-density EEG (hdEEG) database of the Geneva University Hospital, we included participants according to the following criteria: >18 years old, without previous neurosurgical operation, no contraindication for MRI, and any multifocal epileptic disorder. To ensure that the patient and control groups were sex and age balanced,
we computed Fisher exact test and Wilcoxon rank sum test for the sex and age, respectively. The study was approved by the Geneva ethical committee (protocol #2020-02526). This research project was conducted in accordance with Swiss regulations and with the Declaration of Helsinki.

### 2.2 EEG processing

All participants were asked to stay calm and keep their eyes closed without sleeping during an hDEEG recording (256 electrodes, Electrical Geodesic system, sampling rate of 1000 Hz). Patients and controls were recorded in the same setting; controls were recorded for 10 min and patients for 20 min to account for epochs removed due to the presence of interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs). The EEG recordings were downsampled to 250 Hz and filtered using a zero-phase distortion digital 4th-order Butterworth bandpass filter between 1 and 45 Hz. In addition, a 50-Hz notch filter was applied to suppress the power line noise. Infomax-based independent component analysis was applied to remove ocular motor, cardiac, and muscle artifacts following the recommendations by Jung et al.\(^{17}\) Bad electrodes were interpolated using a three-dimensional spherical spline,\(^{18}\) and electrodes from the cheeks and the neck were removed from further analysis, as their signal is generally contaminated by artifact,\(^{19}\) leaving 204 electrodes. Finally, the data were rereferenced to the common average reference. The EEG preprocessing stages were performed using Fieldtrip Toolbox.\(^{20}\) IEDs were marked by an expert epileptologist (S.L.); the number of marked IEDs and their rate is reported in Table S1.

### 2.3 MRI processing and electrical source imaging

Individual structural T1-weighted MRI (3 T, Siemens Prisma) was available for each participant. We parceled the gray matter into 128 regions of interest (ROIs) based on the second scale of the Lausanne atlas (version 2018)\(^{21,22}\) using FreeSurfer v7.0.1\(^{23}\) and Connectome Mapper (v3.0.0-beta-RC1) open-source preprocessing software.\(^{24,25}\) Subcortical structures such as thalamus, caudate, putamen, pallidum, and nucleus accumbens were removed from the ROIs; 118 ROIs were retained for the analyses. For the electrical source imaging (ESI), approximately 5000 sources with unconstrained orientation were equally distributed within the gray matter volume. The EEG forward model was computed with the boundary element method for a three-layer model using OpenMEEG\(^{26}\) and default conductivity values. eLORETA was then used for the inverse solution.\(^{27}\) The ESI was obtained using Fieldtrip Toolbox.\(^{20}\) Source time series were summarized at each ROI by using singular-value decomposition of all sources within the same ROI,\(^{28}\) depicted in Figure 1A.

### 2.4 ROI-to-ROI connectivity

Functional connectivity was assessed using the debiased weighted phase lag index (wPLI),\(^{29}\) a measure that determines the level of phase-synchrony between any given pair of ROIs and is robust to source leakage. wPLI was computed between 1 and 40 Hz, using 5-s sliding time windows with 50% overlap, and averaged for each frequency band (broad: 1–40 Hz, δ: 1–4 Hz, θ: 4–8 Hz, α: 8–12 Hz, β: 12–30 Hz). Windows containing IEDs or artifacts were rejected before computing the wPLI. To mitigate the effect of rejected windows across participants and groups, we randomly selected a maximum of 200 windows. For each participant and each frequency band, the matrices were normalized by dividing each value by the sum of all connectivity values, which is recommended to compute the clustering coefficient.\(^{30}\) Finally, for each patient, a three-dimensional array (ROIs × ROIs × bands) was used to represent the weighted interaction between ROIs for each frequency band (Figure 1B).

### 2.5 Network analysis

Brain network topology was studied at the global network level and at the ROI level, by quantifying two topological features: segregation and integration. Segregation corresponds to the ability of specialized processing to occur within densely interconnected groups of regions (modules); integration quantifies the network’s ability to rapidly combine information from distributed brain regions (exemplified in Figure S1). As a measure of integration, we calculated the nodal efficiency (NE), which quantifies the average of the inverse shortest path length connecting the ROI to any other region.\(^{31}\) Because we used weighted matrices, the path length is defined as the sum of the inverse of the weights along the path. By averaging this measure over all ROIs, we obtained the global efficiency (GE), its counterpart at the global network level. As a measure of segregation, we computed the clustering coefficient (CC),\(^{32}\) which quantifies the prevalence of densely interconnected regions around individual regions (i.e., how, on average, a region and any two of its neighbors are strongly connected, all together).\(^{33}\) Its counterpart at the network level is the average clustering coefficient ((CC)), which describes the level of segregation of the network. These measures were computed for each frequency band and each participant, as illustrated in Figure 1B.
We calculated the HDI of the functional connectivity, which assesses, at the group level, whether there is a network reorganization at the ROI level. The HDI corresponds to the slope of the linear regression between the average value of a specific topological measure (NE or CC) at each ROI in the control group (x-axis) and the difference between the average value in the patient and control groups at each ROI (y-axis; Figure 1C). A negative linear relationship indicates that the ROIs with high values in the control group have lower values in patients and conversely ROIs with low values in the controls have higher values in patients. This measure will be referred to as group HDI. The group HDI was calculated for the NE and CC at each frequency band. Then, we calculated the individual HDI obtained by using the values of one participant (patient or control) versus the average of the control group. We expected the individual HDI of the controls to be approximately zero and the ones of the patients to be less than zero. This individual index was calculated for the NE and CC at each frequency band and for each participant. The network features were computed using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox.

We calculated the HDI of the functional connectivity, which assesses, at the group level, whether there is a network reorganization at the ROI level. The HDI corresponds to the slope of the linear regression between the average value of a specific topological measure (NE or CC) at each ROI in the control group (x-axis) and the difference between the average value in the patient and control groups at each ROI (y-axis; Figure 1C). A negative linear relationship indicates that the ROIs with high values in the control group have lower values in patients and conversely ROIs with low values in the controls have higher values in patients. This measure will be referred to as group HDI. The group HDI was calculated for the NE and CC at each frequency band. Then, we calculated the individual HDI obtained by using the values of one participant (patient or control) versus the average of the control group. We expected the individual HDI of the controls to be approximately zero and the ones of the patients to be less than zero. This individual index was calculated for the NE and CC at each frequency band and for each participant. The network features were computed using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox.
2.6 | Meta-connectivity analysis

To investigate whether the changes found in NE and CC are accompanied with a change of connectivity strength, we applied the following procedure. We clustered the ROIs into three groups based on the coordinates of the ROIs in the scatterplots used to compute the HDI for both the NE and CC (Figure 1D). For each narrow frequency band showing a significant difference in individual HDIs, three clusters were obtained using a k-means clustering with the Euclidean distance and 50 replications. We then computed the meta-connectivity within and between these clusters by averaging the connectivity values of each pair of ROIs belonging to the investigated clusters, yielding a symmetric 3-by-3 meta-connectivity matrix for each patient and control, and for each frequency band (Figure 1D).

2.7 | Correlation with clinical variables

We investigated whether the individual HDIs were correlated to clinical variables (i.e., age at epilepsy onset and epilepsy duration) using the Spearman correlation. To assess potential confounding factors, we computed the Spearman correlation between the individual HDIs and the IED rates and the drug load. The drug load was calculated as the sum of the ratios between the actual dose and the defined daily dose over all antiseizure medication (ASM; Table S1).34

2.8 | Generalizability to standard EEG

To evaluate whether the results obtained for the group and individual HDIs were generalizable to clinical routine EEG recordings, we spatially downsampled the preprocessed EEG and reran the pipeline described above. Namely, we analyzed only the electrodes of the Electrical Geodesics, Inc. system that overlapped with the 25-channel array recommended by the International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology.35 This analysis aims to assess whether the individual HDIs could potentially be used as a diagnostic tool in clinical practice.

2.9 | Statistical analysis

For the network level measures (GE and ⟨CC⟩), a two-sided two-sample t-test with unequal variances was applied for each frequency band to the log-transformed values to compare the segregation and integration between patients and controls. This corresponded to 10 tests (i.e., two measures—GE and ⟨CC⟩—and five frequency bands) that were not corrected for multiple comparisons to demonstrate their lack of significant difference even before applying the correction for multiple comparisons. For the HDI to be meaningful, it is crucial that these measures are not statistically significant, as it quantifies the local reorganization within a preserved whole-brain network topology. This underlines our decision not to correct for multiple comparisons.

For the individual HDI, we computed a two-sided two-sample t-test with unequal variances to examine whether there was a significant difference between the individual HDI of patients and controls as in Achard et al.16 These t-tests were controlled for 10 comparisons (two features—HDI,NE and HDI,CC—and five frequency bands) with the false discovery rate (FDR) procedure (Q < .05).36 Cohen’s d was used to quantify the effect size.

For the individual HDI computed using a standard 25-channel EEG, only previously significant frequency bands were tested (i.e., broad, delta, theta, beta bands) using the same t-test as above. These t-tests were controlled for eight comparisons (two features—HDI,NE and HDI,CC—and four frequency bands) with the FDR procedure (Q < .05).36 Cohen’s d was used to quantify the effect size.

For the meta-connectivity analysis, the values of the symmetric 3-by-3 matrices were log-transformed and compared between patients and controls using a two-sided two-sample t-test with unequal variances, and corrected for multiple comparisons with the FDR procedure (corrected for 18 comparisons: six edges and three frequency bands—delta, theta, beta).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Participants’ demographics

Twenty adults with GGE (12 women, median age at the time of the EEG recording was 31.5 years, range = 18–57, median epilepsy duration was 15.5 years, range = 7–44) were recruited from the EEG and Epilepsy Unit at the University Hospital of Geneva (Table S1). Twenty controls (10 women, median age at the time of the EEG recording was 31 years, range = 23–54) were also recorded. There was no significant difference in terms of sex (p = .53, odds ratio = .55) and age (p = .89, z-value = .136) between the two groups.

3.2 | Global network measures

GE and ⟨CC⟩ (Figure 2) showed no significant difference (p > .05, uncorrected) between patients and controls in any frequency band.
3.3 | Disruption of local network measures

The group HDIs for NE and CC were negative in all frequency bands (broad: $-0.64|-0.58$, $\delta$: $-0.75|-0.83$, $\theta$: $-0.83|-0.87$, $\alpha$: $-0.22|-0.34$, $\beta$: $-0.70|-0.67$; Figures 3 and 4), meaning that ROIs with the higher NE or CC in controls had lower values in patients and that ROIs with lower values in controls had higher values in patients. The individual HDIs were significantly lower for NE and CC in the broad ($t=-2.64|-2.70$, $p=.016|.016$, $d=-.84|-1.15$), $\delta$ ($t=-2.68|-3.64$, $p=.016|.0044$, $d=-.84|-1.15$), $\theta$ ($t=-3.48|-3.67$, $p=.0047|.0044$, $d=-1.10|-1.16$), and $\beta$ ($t=-3.25|-2.93$, $p=.006|.012$, $d=-1.03|-0.92$) bands in GGE compared to controls (Figures 3 and 4). In the alpha band, there was no significant differences for either measure ($t=-1.03|-1.55$, $p=.31|.14$, $d=-.32|-0.49$).

Spatially, in the broad and beta bands, both network properties followed a negative anteroposterior gradient, with the ROIs of the prefrontal cortex having an increase in NE and CC compared to controls (colored brown, Figures 3–4 A and E) and ROIs of the occipital lobe having a decrease (colored green, Figures 3–4 A and E). In the delta band, it followed a negative dorsoventral gradient, with a maximum increase in the right caudal motor cortex and decrease in the left anterior middle temporal gyrus. In the theta band, the NE and CC of ROIs corresponding visually to the DMN (e.g., medial prefrontal cortex, precuneus, inferior parietal lobule) were higher in patients, whereas regions belonging to the limbic system (e.g., insula, cingulate cortex) as well as the temporal lobes were lower in patients versus controls.

3.4 | Differences in meta-connectivity

The clusters obtained with the k-means clustering are shown in Figure 5. For each frequency band, the clusters reflected the reorganization obtained previously (Figures 3 and 4). Cluster 1 corresponded to the ROIs with positive difference in NE/CC in patients versus controls; cluster 3 regrouped the ROIs with negative difference in NE/CC in patients versus controls; cluster 2 combined the ROIs with similar NE/CC in patients versus controls. The following results will refer to the t-tests comparing the meta-connectivity of patients and controls. The
obtained results were similar in the delta, theta, and beta frequency bands. Cluster 1 had higher within connectivity (δ: \( p = .0022 \), θ: \( p < .001 \), β: \( p = .038 \)) and cluster 3 had lower within connectivity (δ: \( p = .014 \), θ: \( p = .017 \), β: \( p = .017 \)) in patients than in controls. Cluster 2 was more connected to cluster 1 (δ: \( p = .014 \), θ: \( p = .0013 \), β: \( p = .014 \)) and less connected to cluster 3 (δ: \( p = .035 \), θ: \( p = .0013 \), β: \( p = .020 \)).

In summary, in patients, the increase in NE/CC in cluster 1’s ROIs came with an increase in within connectivity and connectivity to cluster 2’s ROIs, whereas the decrease in NE/CC in cluster 3’s ROIs was accompanied by a decrease in within connectivity and connectivity to cluster 2’s ROIs.

### 3.5 | HDI and clinical variables

The individual HDI was not significantly correlated (\( p > .05 \), uncorrected) with the age at epilepsy onset or epilepsy duration in any frequency bands or network measures. We also did not find any significant correlation (\( p > .05 \), uncorrected) between individual HDI and drug load or spike rate. The results of the correlation are given in Table S2.

### 3.6 | HDI with low-density EEG

After reducing the hdEEG montage to a standard EEG montage, and recomputing the HDI for previously significant frequency bands, we obtained similar results to those obtained with hdEEG (Figure 6). The topographies of the reorganization of NE and CC were similar to the previous ones, significant in delta and theta frequency bands, and the effect size were still large (broad: \( t = -1.58 \), \( d = -1.23 \), \( p = .14122 \), \( d = -1.50 \)\( -3.99 \), \( p < .001 \), \( d = -1.36 \)\( -1.25 \), \( p = .11 \)\( .001 \), \( d = -1.30 \)\( -1.29 \); \( \beta : t = -2.17 \), \( d = .059 \)\( .09 \), \( d = -.68 \)\( -.60 \)).
In the present study, we investigated whether patients with GGE and sex- and age-matched healthy controls can be differentiated using global and local properties of the whole-brain functional network derived from interictal hdEEG. We report that patients with GGE and healthy controls have similar global network integration and segregation. However, the local properties were strongly reorganized in a space- and frequency-dependent fashion. In other words, global brain network topological properties were preserved under pathological conditions, whereas the importance of specific regions in distributing neural information across the network had been interchanged, which can be viewed as a form of homeostasis. With to the meta-connectivity analysis, we showed that the connectivity within the same groups of regions mirrored the local change in integration and segregation. Finally, we reproduced these findings using a clinical 25-electrode EEG setting.

4 | DISCUSSION

In the present study, we investigated whether patients with GGE and sex- and age-matched healthy controls can be differentiated using global and local properties of the whole-brain functional network derived from interictal hdEEG. We report that patients with GGE and healthy controls have similar global network integration and segregation. However, the local properties were strongly reorganized in a space- and frequency-dependent fashion. In other words, global brain network topological properties were preserved under pathological conditions, whereas the importance of specific regions in distributing neural information across the network had been interchanged, which can be viewed as a form of homeostasis. With to the meta-connectivity analysis, we showed that the connectivity within the same groups of regions mirrored the local change in integration and segregation. Finally, we reproduced these findings using a clinical 25-electrode EEG setting.

4.1 | Homeostatically preserved brain network topology

Homeostasis is a process by which living systems tend to maintain the equilibrium of internal conditions (e.g., body temperature). Our results suggest that the human brain tends to balance whole-brain integration and segregation in such a way under healthy or pathological conditions. In line with our results, a recent review and a meta-analysis reported that most of the studies comparing brain global network topology between patients with GGE and healthy controls in EEG/MEG showed no differences.14,15 We went further and showed that the local integration and segregation are higher in some regions and lower in others, both effects balancing each other at the whole-brain level. This alteration of network topology occurs mainly within areas whose inner functional connectivity is increased or decreased, respectively. This homeostasis-like behavior in network properties has been found in other neurological conditions (e.g., disorders of consciousness,16 neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder,37 and stroke38) and has been shown to be a robust estimator of brain network reorganization.38

A common misconception in GGE is to consider the involvement of the whole brain homogeneously. In actuality, GSW show typically a bifrontal preponderance in EEG,1 and generalized spike wave discharges have been shown to trigger activation in regions of the DMN at seizure onset in fMRI studies.5,39 Our finding of local increase in integration, segregation, and connectivity strength found in the prefrontal cortex in the beta band and in the regions of the DMN in the theta band is in agreement with the above statements and points toward epileptic networks distributed with a clear spatial and spectral specificity in GGE.
No change was found in the alpha band, possibly because the visual network, whose activity is predominant in this frequency band, was unaffected. Increased segregation and integration respectively suggest that regions of these networks are more densely interconnected and that the communication between any two regions, even distant, is more efficient. This could possibly promote the spread of pathological activities within these regions. However, we also showed that other areas exhibited a reduction in those features. This reorganization could be a coping mechanism to limit the spread of these pathological activities, while maintaining an overall efficient network. Disruption of this homeostasis could possibly lead to seizure, as modifications in the activity and connectivity of the DMN is observed during absence seizures. 5,40 Mechanisms promoting and disrupting this homeostasis remain an open question for further investigations.

4.2 | Network reconfiguration and cognitive deficits

Patients with GGE generally suffer from impairment of executive functions, which is a heavy burden on daily

FIGURE 5 Meta-connectivity analysis across the three significant narrow frequency bands (A: delta, B: theta, C: beta), genetic generalized epilepsy (GGE) versus controls. The three clusters obtained using a k-means algorithm on the four variables of the scatterplots of Figures 3 and 4 are represented on brain meshes for three significant narrow frequency bands. Cluster 1 (orange) represents the regions of interest (ROIs) where the difference in nodal efficiency (NE) and clustering coefficient (CC) were positive (brown ROIs in Figures 3 and 4), cluster 3 (purple) regroups the ROIs where the difference in NE and CC were negative (green ROIs in Figures 3 and 4), and cluster 2 (white) brings together ROIs that have similar levels of NE and CC in both groups (white ROIs in Figures 3 and 4). The meta-connectivity matrix is obtained by averaging the connectivity values of each ROI belonging to the investigated clusters, yielding a symmetric 3-by-3 meta-connectivity matrix (detailed in Figure 1). A two-sided two-sample t-test assessed the difference in meta-connectivity between groups (*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001, false discovery rate corrected for 18 comparisons). Cohen’s d gives the effect size of the test. CC, Clustering coefficient; Cntrl, control; L, left; R, right.
In the theta band, we showed that ROIs from the DMN were more influential in patients, whereas those of the salience network (SN), limbic system, and temporal network were less. The interplay of the DMN with the executive and attentional networks is critical for successful cognitive processes. The preponderance of the DMN over the SN, in terms of both integration/segregation and connectivity, may have a role in these cognitive impairments. Furthermore, we showed a clear split between the frontal and the posterior areas in the beta band. Beta oscillations are generally associated with local processing. Such a difference between frontal and posterior regions—which both support executive functions—could also play an important role in executive function impairment in GGE.

4.3 HDI as diagnostic tool specific to GGE

Diagnosis of GGE is made in 80% of patients after examination of clinical history and a single routine EEG. For the remaining 20% of patients, additional investigations are required. The large effect size of the HDI suggests that GGE and healthy controls are well separable even in the absence of IEDs. Moreover, we reproduced our findings with standard 25-channel EEG, again with large effect sizes. This measure could thus potentially be used as an additional routine clinical tool, without the need for hdEEG and visible IEDs. Applying source reconstruction to EEG recorded with <64 channels reduces spatial resolution and localization accuracy in presurgical evaluations. In our case, the disruption occurred in large cortical areas, indicating that fine spatial resolution was not a critical point. Validation of our results on a larger dataset, possibly including a drug-naive cohort, is however required. For clinical application, it is also crucial to distinguish GGE from focal epilepsy, which can be difficult in some instances. Few studies have investigated the HDI in focal epilepsy and, to the best of our knowledge, only using fMRI. A disruption in integration and segregation was found in patients with right, but not left, temporal lobe epilepsy. Another study found an asymmetrical disruption in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy within mesial temporal lobe and the DMN, but the HDI was not studied at the whole-brain level. A disruption was also found in a sample...
group of patients with various types of focal epilepsy.\textsuperscript{46} The topography of the disruption did not match any fMRI network, unlike our results in GGE, and was accompanied by a difference in local and global efficiencies of the whole-brain network. Moreover, previous studies from our group have reported an increase in GE in patients with temporal epilepsy and more specifically in the ipsilateral hemisphere using hdEEG.\textsuperscript{11,46} First, such an increase goes against the definition of the HDI and suggests absence of preserved topology. Second, even if such EEG-based disruption occurs in focal epilepsy patients, the topographies are expected to differ from those in GGE and align with the location of the epileptogenic zone, distorting the point cloud nonlinearly and violating the HDI principle. The disruption found in GGE was, however, symmetrical and engaged both hemispheres. We hypothesize that the HDI of GGE patients in its spatiofrequent content is specific to GGE and should be absent in patients with focal epilepsy.

\subsection{4.4 Methodological considerations}

There are limitations to our study. First, we aggregated data from patients diagnosed with different GGE syndromes due to small subgroup sample size. These syndromes, however, share similar genetic background, EEG manifestations, and semiology (see Vorderwülbecke et al.\textsuperscript{2} for review). Core networks are expected to be common to these syndromes. Under the opposite hypothesis, the reorganization topography should have been syndrome dependent. As the order of the ROIs on the x-axis is fixed by the control group and the effect size was large, it seems unlikely that such a syndrome-dependent reorganization is preponderant in the studied frequency bands.

Second, it is not possible to rule out drug treatment as a confounding factor. The ASM effect recognized on visual EEG analysis consists of increased beta activity with a frontal predominance, mostly for benzodiazepine but also some other drugs (e.g., lamotrigine).\textsuperscript{47} Two patients were treated with benzodiazepine and six with lamotrigine. We found increased NE and CC in the anterior regions in the beta frequency band, but also reduced NE and CC in posterior regions. These drugs also have different mechanism of actions and the individual HDI was not correlated to the drug load, supporting a potential minor effect of the treatment. For practical reasons, hdEEG recording in drug-naive patients is difficult, usually due to treatment initiation in the emergency room admission or shortly afterward, preventing the opportunity to organize hdEEG.

Future investigations should therefore investigate a larger cohort and eventually investigate this network reorganization in drug-naive patients with suspected GGE and focal epilepsy using standard EEG obtained routinely before treatment initiation. We showed that this network reorganization can be captured at low density, and routine low-density EEG is generally the only available EEG recording at that stage of the diagnosis.
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25. Roeh上市 dossier should also provide the following information: the name of the packaging material, the quantity of the active ingredient, the method of administration, and any precautions to be taken when using the medication. This information is essential for ensuring the safety and efficacy of the medication, as it helps healthcare professionals and patients understand how to use the drug correctly.

In summary, the packaging of a marketed product, such as the Sanofi Aventis product, must comply with the regulatory requirements in the country where it is sold. Adhering to these requirements is crucial to protect the health and welfare of the public.
SILVA ALVES ET AL.


SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional supporting information can be found online in the Supporting Information section at the end of this article.
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